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The Armed Forces Covenant is a commitment by public & private 
sector organisations to support those who serve or have served 
in the armed forces.  The Covenant is a key part of every 
Director’s CSR (Corporate & Social Responsibility) programme.
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The symptoms of military trauma 
can result in family breakdown, 
job loss, addiction and suicide.

PTSD Resolution is a leading charity that provides 
therapy for the mental welfare of Forces’ Veterans, 
Reservists and their families, with a near 8 out of 10 
success rate. Help that is free, local, compassionate 
and effective.

What Veterans and their Families say:-
IG, Service in Kosovo, Iraq & Jordan.

“ Since completing the (PTSD Resolution) treatment, 
I feel 110% better. My physical health has improved, 
I have a better appetite and I am motivated to 
exercise. The relationships with both my family and 
friends have improved because I have a much more 
positive outlook on life. I also feel more in control 
of my life, both inside and outside of the home. I have 
also learned lots of tools and strategies to deal with 
any symptoms, should they return.”

“�Yes,�I�would�definitely�recommend�PTSD�Resolution�
to others.”

DS, Service in Kuwait, Oman, 
N. Ireland & Afghanistan.

“ It was my wife who found about PTSD Resolution and 
I believe that their intervention literally saved my life. 
My therapist was attentive, empathetic and very 
experienced. I felt at ease from the beginning and 
really believed that the therapist cared and wanted 
to invest in me. I had seen other counsellors before 
but none had the experience and dedication like that 
I received from PTSD Resolution.

“ Without a doubt, I would recommend the lifesaving 
treatment that PTSD Resolution provided me with. 
There is nothing that they could do any better. 
I believe that you all went above and beyond to 
help me.”

PTSD Resolution is a leading 
charity supporting the mental 
welfare of Forces’ Veterans 
and their families.

RAISING FUNDS FOR



Join us for a day of sailing. 
Evening of May 8th – May 9th: 
The day is preceded by an evening BBQ and 
networking in Hamble village on Wednesday 8th May 
2019, with an auction of promises to raise funds for 
PTSD Resolution; followed by a great day of racing 
in the Solent.

Race Day:
Run by Fairview Sailing the day starts with a delicious 
complimentary breakfast: bacon bap, freshly squeezed 
orange juice and tea/coffee.  After a safety briefing and 
risk assessment yachts proceed out into Southampton 
water for pre-race familiarisation and crew training 
prior to the first race.

Your Team:
Up to seven people, plus a Fairview skipper to sail 
on a matched Fleet of Beneteau 37s. Foul Weather 
Gear and Life Jackets are provided; yachts are all 
coded to meet MCA standards of safety.

Accommodation:
On each boat: three double cabins and two single 
berths. There is a local B&B in the nearby village and 
Hotels in Southampton can be arranged but are not 
included in the price of the event. Full shower and 
toilet facilities are available in the marina complex

Charity:
PTSD Resolution 
http://www.ptsdresolution.org 

Costs:
£2450 ex-VAT includes all listed for your team of 
seven. Single boat places (minimum four) are also 
available at £450 ex-VAT per person.
For attendance at the barbecue/auction only, tables 
of up to seven are available at £660 ex-VAT per table.

For more information:
Tim Davies 
timdavies@avroyachting.com 
+44 7932 458 562
or
Matt Minshall  
matt305@translcuidus.co.uk 
+44 7801546044.
Or to book direct contact Chris at 
chris@britanniaevents.co.uk 
02380 458 900


